
product info, actual sizes, shapes and directions

Open a fashion magazine and you will see breasts.
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HINTS:
Try not to touch the adhesive. If you don’t get it on right 
the first time, remove and reposition immediately. It may 
not stick again so apply with care. Nippies are designed 
for one time use, but if you want a second chance…after 
removing, stick on a clean dry surface like a mirror. When 
you are ready to try again, put them on and hold your hand 
over the Nippies for a few minutes to create heat. Warming 
them up can help create a new bond. If it doesn’t work, try 
another pair!

BEFORE WEARING NIPPIES: Please use the 
enclosed ‘mini-nippie’ patch test. Place on your 
torso/chest area and wear for 6 hours to test 
for any adhesive sensitivities or reactions.

1. Clean and dry skin.

2. Stand in front of a mirror

3. Peel of bottom half of the liner

4. In front of a mirror, stick the bottom half of 
    the Nippie on the lower part of your breast.

5. Peel off the top half of the liner.

6. Pull Nippie over your nipple, pulling up 
    gently for a little lift. (Be careful not to 
    stretch Nippie out of shape.)

7. Press on

REMOVE gently. Be careful not to pull skin. Do 
not rip off.

READ THIS: Nippies are sticky and made to stay on through a night of 
dancing, sweating and whatever else. Wear for 6 to 8 hours max. We 
use the safest, hypo-allergenic medical adhesives on the market, but 
anyone can be sensitive to even the best medical adhesives and have 
irritations. If you have adhesive sensitivity, your skin may develop irrita-
tion, rashes or blisters. Darker pigmented skins may lighten or discolor 
when using adhesives.

DO NOT USE this product on sensitive skin, open cuts, skin disorders, 
sun-burned skin or if you have skin depigmentation, such as white 
patches or a family history of skin depigmentation. Discontinue use if 
you have irritaiton.

Directions + Info

Limits of Liability: Brisols 6, Inc. shall not be liable for any incidental or consquential damages resluting from the use of our products. Liability of Bristols 6, Inc. is exclusively for the replacement cost of our products.

each Nippies pack contains… 

2 pairs of Nippies
in the same shape and size but in different colors and patterns. See our 

product page (p.5) or visit our website bristols6.com to view our styles.

4 nipple pads2 mini-Nippies



The larger sizes work best with B-D cups. 
This size can also provide lift for B and C 
cups if you apply on the bottom of the breast 
first and gently lift as you stick. Smaller sizes 
work best with A and B cups. This size looks 
great on a smaller breast.

Star + Cross
ACTUAL SIZES
Cut out samples to see what 
Nippie size is right for you!



The larger sizes work best with B-D cups. 
This size can also provide lift for B and C 
cups if you apply on the bottom of the breast 
first and gently lift as you stick. Smaller sizes 
work best with A and B cups. This size looks 
great on a smaller breast.

Heart + Butterfly
ACTUAL SIZES
Cut out samples to see what 
Nippie size is right for you!



Superstar Night Fever Destiny

Gianni Emilio Sonia

Like a Virgin Cherish Something Blue

Havana Majorca Rio

Hot Lips Cherry Bomb Pussycat

Crème Caramel Black

bristols 6 Inc · www.bristols6.com · 310 450 2202 · 2320 abbot kinney blvd · suite c · venice ca 90291
wholesale inquries: trade@bristols6.com · media inquiries: buzz@bristols6.com

Nippies collection
Shop for Nippies and other Bristols 6 

products at http://bristols6.com!


